2021 · SHOULD I INHERIT MY DECEASED SPOUSE’S TRADITIONAL IRA?
Start Here
Are you the sole
beneficiary of your
spouse’s traditional IRA?

No

You want income and are
younger than 59.5.

Consider inheriting the IRA
as distributions from an
inherited IRA are never
subject to a penalty.

Yes

Did your spouse pass
away before their RBD?

No

You are an Eligible
Designated Beneficiary;
accordingly, your RMD is
based on your life
expectancy using the Single
Life Table and must begin on
the later of the year after the
year your spouse passed
away or the year your
spouse would have turned
72 (or 70.5 if they passed
away before 2020).

Yes

Which best describes
your situation:

Did your spouse satisfy
the RMD requirements
for the current year?

No

Yes

Are you older than your
deceased spouse?

You do not have to take
an RMD this year.

Yes
You must take the
remaining RMD amount
this year.
If the IRA can be timely
divided into separate
accounts or shares, you
can qualify as the sole
beneficiary of your
separate share.

Do you want income from
this account?

Yes

Consider inheriting the IRA
if you are older than your
spouse.

No

Are you younger
than age 59.5?

No

Yes

Consider inheriting the IRA
as distributions from an
inherited IRA are never
subject to a penalty.

You don’t want income
and/or are younger than
your deceased spouse.

Consider rolling over the
IRA into your own IRA
because the RMD will be
less than if you inherited
the IRA.

Your RMD is based on
your life expectancy using
the Uniform Life Table
and must commence by
your RBD.

You can always roll this
account into your own IRA
at a later point.

This option may make
sense, but tailored
planning must occur
based on your situation.

Your RMD is based on the
longer of your life
expectancy or your spouse’s
life expectancy using the
Single Life Table.
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EXPERIENCE THE CORNERSTONE DIFFERENCE

Fee Planning or Free Planning
Fee Planning or Free Planning - the choice is yours. Because your financial future is too important to let our fee get in the way.
Through our free planning, we act as an educator, providing impactful content through our weekly Facebook LIVE shows.
Our fee planning invokes the Cornerstone Difference™, which is a combination of our old school, Cornerstone Planner™ and our
new school, digital CAP™ experience. Plus, select clients receive service directly from our VIP Team.
Want to learn more? Join us for our weekly Facebook LIVE show and check us out online at:
https://www.CornerstoneFinancialTeam.com.

Securities and Advisory Services offered through LPL Financial, a Registered Investment Advisor, Member FINRA/SIPC.
This information is not intended to be a substitute for
specific individualized tax or legal advice. We suggest that you discuss your
specific situation with a qualified tax or legal advisor.
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